leisure.
8. Few gauges to look at and no
levers to adjust. This leaves you doodling on your knee board.
9.   Some call girl friends on their cell
phones: “Guess where I am etc”
Some observed differences in round
engines and jets:

1. To be a real pilot you have to fly a
tail dragger for an absolute minimum of
500 hours.
2. Large round engines smell of gasoline (115/145), rich oil, hydraulic fluid,
man sweat and are not air-conditioned.
3. Engine failure to the jet pilot
means something is wrong with his air
conditioner.
4. When you take off in a jet there is
no noise in the cockpit. (This does   not
create a macho feeling of doing something manly)
5. Landing a jet just requires a certain
airspeed and altitude---at which you cut

the power and drop like a rock to the
runway. Landing a round engine tail

Round engines smell
like God intended
engines to smell and
the tail dragger is  the
way God intended for
man to fly.
dragger requires finesse, prayer, body
English, pumping of rudder pedals and
a lot of nerve.
6. After landing, a jet just goes
straight down the runway.
7. A radial tail dragger is like a wild
mustang---it might decide to go any-

News and Upcoming Stuff!
New airspaces coming into affect for 29 July 2010 as well as a outline of current changes. New charts available 19 July. Watch the
Turn and Bank for more.
A new RAAC Regional Director for BC is needed. Any nominees
should be forwarded to Marina at Head office.
Lynn Walker is working on a wall of planes. If you want your picture on the wall or have founding members’ planes pictures please
contact her. 8 x 10, 5 x 7, 7 x 8 or 4 x 6 frame sizes are available.
Ray Colley and Alex Routh are approved check pilots on the Turbi.
Please see them if you want to fly.
The Turbi is to be used for by members for personal use only. No
istructional time permitted.
The DAPCOM committee is looking for an Envirnomental Chairman. If you have some knowledge in this area and have a few
hours to spare monthly give them a hand.
June 13th is the next Breakfast hosted by Boundary Bay Flying
Club.
June 26th is Langley Fly-in.
Mark July 3rd on your calenders for the next Chapter 85 Fly-in.
Please see Tim Nichols if you wish to volunteer. We will have a
cleanup day to beautify the grounds. Please come out and help if
you can.
If you would like to help out during our pnacake breakfasts please
give your name to Joan Cox, so that we may if needed. Contact her
at jr_rosicox@telus.net or leave a message at 604-596-7635.

where. Gusting winds help this behavior a lot.
8. You cannot fill your Zippo lighter
with jet fuel.
9. Starting a jet is like turning on a
light switch---a little click and it is on.
10. Starting a round engine is an
artistic endeavor requiring prayer (holy
curse words) and sometimes meditation..
11. Jet engines don’t break, spill oil or
catch on fire very often which leads to
boredom and complacency.
12. The round engine may blow an
oil seal ring, burst into flame, splutter
for no apparent reason or just quit. This
results in heightened pilot awareness at
all times.
13. Jets smell like a kerosene lantern
at a scout camp out.
14. Round engines smell like God
intended engines to smell and the tail
dragger is   the way God intended for
man to fly.
Pass this on to real pilots.

June 2010

President’s Message
Now that the skies are open again I can put my MS flight simulator away and do some real flying. Its a common comment,
that people like to joke about the price of the apple pie at the
Chilliwack Airport when They fly in. Well, I can now say for
me, the same about the Pancake breakfast at Delta. Now that I
have a hanger out at Pitt Meadows Air park, it takes me 25 minutes to drive to CYPK, 14 minutes to fly to delta, 14 minutes
back to CYPK, and 25 minutes home. It looks like my breakfast
costs about $40, pretty close to that apple price. So I here the
pie in white house is pretty good too. So this summer I’m going to fly to and try out their Pancakes and Apple pie and see
how the quality and that price compares.

Chapter 85’s Latest Test Flight
Terry Wilshire
Last Friday the hoist was installed
in our apartment and the inaugural
test flight performed successfully.
This has relived Gillian and I of
much anxiety in my getting up the
four steps to our front door, and the
last time we tried it without the hoist it
was almost a disaster.
Anyway, before Christmas and
on the advice of the ALS Society, we
contacted an organization called Tetra.
Tetra is now an international organization founded by our ex mayor of Vancouver Sam Sullivan, and consists of a
group of retired engineers and trades
people who volunteer their time to
build contraptions for disabled people.
There is no charge for the labor and
the client pays only for materials and
supplies.
In our case a commercially
available hoist would cost roughly
$15,000.00 and would require a lot
of drilling, fastening and structural

modifications to our stairs. The hoist
they came up with required one 1/2"
hole through the side of our hall closet
for the electrical chord, and will cost
under $2,000.00
The aviation connection with this
project is Harry Hardy of World War 2
fame who was the initial contact with
Tetra and who designed the hoist.
Harry, now 87, was a Typhoon pilot
and served with distinction in the
latter months of the war.
Well, last Friday the ground crew
arrived bright and early with the hoist
components and wouldn't you know it
but our elevator broke down 5 minutes before they arrived so they had to
hand bomb the whole works in pieces
up two flights of stairs!
Within a couple of hours they had
the whole thing assembled and Harry
insisted that I be test pilot for the first
flight and that I had to be suitably
dressed, so on when my Irvin coat,
leather helmet, goggles and flying
gloves.
After all preflight checks where

completed I positioned myself in the
wheelchair at the base of the approach
ramp and with mixture rich (prime
single malt in a shot glass) prop full
fine, brakes were released and Gillian
my dear wife pushed the wheelchair
up the ramp on to the hoist.
Having attained circuit height,
I was now handed the controls and
instructed by the ground crew to hoist
up the four feet to the upper stairs
level. After carefully checking for
other circuit traffic and noticing that
all the ground crew and Gillian had
backed off to a safe distance, I pressed
the up button and immediately shot
up two feet. It felt like I had hit the
ejection button and I noted in true
profession test flight manner on my
official professional knee pad that a
flow control valve would need to be
installed on the pressure side of the
hoist hydraulic system.
By cautious pumping of the
up button and much severe turbulence I reach operations elevation,
and after releasing the brakes, rolled
the wheelchair off the hoist onto the
upper landing, truly a challenging and
demanding experience. At this point I
noticed the ground crew and my dear
wife patting themselves on the back
and congratulating each other on their
incredible achievement, and it was
only when they started heading off for
a coffee brake that I reminded them
that I had limited fuel (single malt)
and would like to return to base.
This time the whole operation was
much smoother since the hoist lowers
by gravity and is quite gentle compared to the up mode, but of course I
immediately claimed that is was the
application of exceptional test pilot
skills that the landing was so smooth.
I would like to credit the flight engineer Harry Hardy with this simple and
practical hoist design, and the attending ground crew, electrician Greg
Harris, and fitters Wolfgang Schit-

They’re All Planes, but...
Some sage observations forwarded
to us by Rosie. Source unknown.
Radial Starting (3350 engine on
an AD-6)

Test Flight / continued

tenheim, Brian Johnson, Marvin Pflug and
Jay Drew who did the welding and mechanical assembly. A sincere thanks to all you guys
for your participation and dedication to such
a worthwhile organization as Tetra.

Be sure you drain both the
sumps. (You can fill your Zippo
lighter while you do this)
Look out the left side of the
oily cockpit canopy and notice
a very nervous person holding
a huge fire bottle. Nod to this
person.
1. Crack throttle about onequarter of an inch.
2. Battery on
3. Mags on
4. Fuel boost on
5. Hit starter button (The
four bladed 13’ 6’ prop will start
a slow turn)
6. Begin to bounce your
finger on top of the primer

RECREATIONAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION OF
CANADA
Vancouver Chapter 85
General Meeting Tuesday 4 May 2010
Executives Attending: John Macready, Tim Nicholas, Jean
Prior, Rob Prior, Carol Foley, Gerald Ohm, Eric Minzer,
Gerard Van Dijk, Roy Taylor In all, 34 persons attended.
Presentation: President Tim called the meeting to order at
20:35
Visitors: Bruce Culver, Dave Marsden, Bob MacNutt
Correspondence: None
Treasury: Carol Foley reported the balances, and gave the
Secretary a hardcopy which will be attached to the filed
copy of these minutes.

button.
a).This act requires finesse
and style. It is much like a ballet
performance. The engine must
be seduced and caressed into
starting.
7. Act one will begin: Belching, banging, rattling, backfiring, spluttering, flame and black
smoke from the exhaust shooting
out about three feet. (Fire bottle
person is very pale and has the
nozzle at the ready position)
8. When the engine begins to
“catch” on the primer. Move the
mixture to full rich. The flames
from the exhaust will stop and
white smoke will come out. (Fire
bottle guy relaxes a bit) You will
hear a wonderful throaty roar
that is like music to the ears.
a). Enjoy the macho smell of
engine oil, hydraulic fluid and
pilot sweat.

DapCom: Next breakfast is prepared by Team A. this Mother’s Day. A need for an Environmental Director is needed
for DAPCOM. There is also a need for a Chairman for
DAPCOM to replace Terry Wilshire. RAA has to appoint
this position. The DAPCOM lease with Metro Vancouver
is 5 years. We have just started a new 5 year lease.
RAAC: The scales are now available from Rob Prior. To use
them you need to contact RAAC to rent them.
Newsletter: May 18th is the cut off date for new material.
Program: Videos on Mountain Flying, and Transport
Canada videos on the new ELT.
Old Business: Lynn Walker, Mary Swain, and John Macready have worked on getting the photos up in the Clubhouse.. There will also be a scrapbook with a lot of older
photos.

Vice-President: Banquet summary, $510.00 in ticket sales.
The net cost was $2700.00

New Business: What are the funds we raise being used for?
It is recommended that we get some ideas for what we
could be doing for aviation related activities. Joan would
like to reserve the Clubhouse on August 7th (All day). It
is recommended that we have a way of booking the Clubhouse. July 1st will be the date for our Fly-in. A meeting
will be held at 11:00am on Sunday after the breakfast.

Chapter Aircraft: Nothing new.

Adjourn: At 20:15

Membership: Rob reported we have 60 members as of
tonight.
Buildings: No changes.

9. Immediately check the oil pressure and hydraulic gages.
10. The entire aircraft is now shaking and shuttering from the torque of
the engine and RPM of prop.
a). The engine is an 18 cylinder
R-3350 that develops 2,700 HP.
11. Close cowl flaps to warm up
the engine for taxi.
Once you glance around at about
300 levers, gauges and gadgets, call
the tower to taxi to the duty runway.
Take off in the AD-6
1.   Check both magnetos
2.   Exercise the prop pitch
3.   Cowl flaps open.
4.   Check oil temp and pressure.
5.  Crank 1.5 degrees right rudder
trim to help your right leg with the
torque on takeoff.
6.   Tell the tower you are ready
for the duty runway.
7.   Line the bird up and lock the
tail wheel for sure.
8.  Add power slowly because the
plane (with the torque of the monster prop and engine power definitely wants to go left).
9. NEVER add full power suddenly! There is not enough rudder in
the  entire world to hold it straight.
10. Add more power and shove
in right rudder till your leg begins to
tremble.
11. Expect banging, belching and
an occasional manly fart as you roar
down the runway at full power.
12. Lift the tail and when it “feels
right” and pull back gently on the
stick to get off the ground.
13. Gear up
14. Adjust the throttle for climb
setting
15. Ease the prop back to climb
RPM
16. Close cowl flaps and keep an
eye on the cylinder head temp.
17. Adjust the power as needed as
you climb higher or turn on the super
charger.
Flying With the Round Engine.

1. Once your reach altitude which
isn’t very high (about 8000 feet) you
reduce the throttle and prop to cruise
settings.
2. The next fun thing is to pull

back the mixture control until the
engine just about quits. Then ease it
forward a bit and this is best mixture.
3.
While cruising the engine
sounds like it might blow or quit at
any time. This keeps you occupied
scanning engine gauges for the least
hint of trouble.
4. Moving various levers around
to coax a more consistent sound from

These being done you
fumble for the relief
tube, because you
desperately need it.
(Be careful with your
lower flight suit
zipper)
the engine concentrates the mind
wonderfully.
5. At night or over water a
radial engine makes noises you
have never heard before.
6. Looking out of the front of
the cockpit the clouds are beautiful
because they are slightly blurred from
the oil on the cockpit canopy.
7. Seeing lightening in the clouds
ahead increases the pucker factor by
about 10:
a). You can’t fly high enough to
get over them and if you try and get
under the clouds----you will die in
turbulence.
b). You tie down everything in the
cockpit that isn’t already secured, get
a good grip on the stick, turn on the
deicers, tighten and lock your shoulder straps and hang on.
c). You then have a ride to
exceed any “terror” ride in any
amusement park ever built. You discover the plane can actually fly sidewise while inverted.
8. Once through the weather, you
call ATC and in a calm deep voice
advise them that there is slight turbu-

lence on your route.
9. You then scan your aircraft
to see if all the major parts are still
attached. This includes any popped
rivets..
10. Do the controls still work?
Are the gauges and levers still in
proper  limits?
11. These being done you fumble
for the relief tube, because you desperately need it. (Be careful with your
lower flight suit zipper)
The Jet Engine and Aircraft

Start a jet
1. Fuel boost on.
2. Hit the start button
3. When the TPT starts to move
ease the throttle forward.
4. The fire bottle person is standing at the back of the plane and has
no idea what is going on.
5. The engine lights off---and--6.   That’s about it.
Take off in the jet

1. Lower full flaps
2. Tell the tower you are ready for
takeoff.
3. Roll on to the duty runway
while adding 100% power.
4. Tricycle gear---no tail to drag--no torque to contend with.
5. At some exact airspeed you lift
off the runway.
6. Gear up
7. Milk up the flaps and fly.
8.   Leave the power at 100%
Flying the jet

1. Climb at 100%
2. Cruise at 100%
3. It is silent in the plane.
4. You can’t see clouds because
you are so far above them.
5. You look down and see lighting
in some clouds below and pity some
poor fool that may have to fly through
that mess.
6. The jet plane is air conditioned!!
Round engines are definitely not. If
you fly in tropical areas, this cannot
be stressed enough.
7. There is not much to do in a jet,
so you eat your flight lunch at your

